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ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
PARTITION WALL 



ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
AS A PROFESSIONAL 

Partition Wall Manufacturer, Offer You Full Range 

Solutions for Partition Wall Project 



We Attach Great Importance to Establish 

an Extraordinary Team 

Basedon years of continuos cooperation with Ergonomic Design building space 

design studio. we are quite confident in our technology. Ergonomic Design achivied 

excellent imprivements and innovative breakthroughs in metal partition wall 

products. Treated as company strategic products,  with rigorous attitude amd 

continuos work for practical aesthetic, Ergonomic Design are fighting for excellent 

beauty ans safety, and offer clients comfortable ans artistic working spaces. 

Ergonomic Design, as the leader in 

partition wall industry, promise to lead the 

industry criterions ans follow the core 

values to offer fabulous partion wall 

products and services.  



Intelligent 

Safe 

Space 

Green & 

Low 

Carbon 

Efficient 



S SILENT WALL 

SILENT WALL is the wall with double 

continuous glass that allows you to combine 

the transparency of glass, high performance 

mechanical and acoustic. 







N NEMO 

NEMO is a full height partition wall furniture 

system with an aluminium structure and 

glass modules connected by junction 

profiles in transparent polycarbonate. The 

full height doors, can be sliding, swing, 

glass and on request panelled doors too. 

The partition wall is also available free 

standing. 









Z ZEN 

Zen is the new partitioning system of 

working spaces, conceived in order to get 

the best neatness of the partition walls, 

by using modules that exalt its verticality. 

Simple shapes and design of the modules 

(glass or wood), which are characterized by 

neat and accurate shapes, offering to the 

environment style and elegance even in the 

partitions themselves. 







T TECNA 

Tecna is Styloffice’s traditional partition wall. 

Unique in richness of modules and  configuration 

possibilities of the layout, it becomes today even 

richer in new wooden panels finishing and 

accessory elements. The intrinsic characteristics 

are: the modularity, the metallic structure, the best 

outfit, the integration with other products of the 

Planet Wall system and above all the possibility to 

satisfy a wide range of requirements and quality 

specifications, thanks to double panels with hollow 

space and fittings. 





T TECNA OPEN 





Z FACTA ZEN 

Filing and space division: Facta is the answer 

to both these demands with a product having 

a tidy design, and not any socle, that exalts its 

verticality. Entirely integrated with the partition 

walls, it is available either with open containers 

or with closed ones. This system ensures the 

total separation of work spaces, thanks to 

adjusting walls made on demand. 





F FACTA 





customize 

ideas 

projects 

design smart 























World Class 
Quality accesories are not only durability, but also show a humanity care in your life. 





customize 



Bleached oak Bright white 



Canaletto” walnut Maple 
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United States 
21223 Willow Fork Ct  

77450, Katy, TX 

 

México City 
Avenida Ejército Nacional 418, Miguel Hidalgo, Chapultepec Morales, 11570 Ciudad de México, CDMX 

 
T-. (México): +52 (55) 3145 5479 

T-. (Houston): +1 (832) 899 0758 

 
E-mail: victor.hugo.garcia@enertechinternational.com 

www.enertechgroup.com.mx 

www.enertechinternational.com  


